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COMMITTEE NEWS
As you can see above, your Committee has held its first virtual meeting via Zoom!
As Geoff suggests in his column, we now intend to go ahead with holding virtual
meetings, through Zoom, for ALL MEMBERS on the dates previously arranged –
that is:

Wednesday 16th September
Dr. Sarah Barber –
The Life of Henry Marten
Wednesday 21st October
Paul Barnett –
The Mulberry harbours

We will keep you informed through
this bulletin, emails if necessary, and
through the website and Facebook
page.
And perhaps, soon, we can tell you
about the installation of our St
Kingsmark Priory plaque….
Watch this space!

Notes from the Chair
Today as I write to you all it is the 100th day
of lockdown – a very sad anniversary. It is
particularly so since a friend of mine, who
was a research chemist and has worked on
virology is of the opinion that if we are
back to ‘normal’ by this time next year we
shall be lucky.
So I turn again to the task of keeping you
all interested in the Society and Chepstow
history.
Many clubs and societies are meeting
‘virtually’ via Zoom or Skype and this has
been discussed by your Committee.
It would be appreciated if as many of you
as possible could let us know if you would
be able to access such meetings. Please
contact any committee member or e-mail
me at geoffcesumner@gmail.com.
In the meantime we shall continue to
produce the Bulletin and hope to include
some extracts from the many books in our
possession about Chepstow which you may
find interesting. Many of these are by Ivor
Waters and we are grateful to John Waters
for giving us permission to reproduce
extracts from his books.
We have been approached by Peter Strong,
the Secretary of the Gwent County History
Association, to see if any members have
any connections with the ship Arandora
Star, which was sunk by a U-boat in 1940
when carrying Italian internees from
Britain to Canada.

There was a heavy loss of life and 8 of
those killed were from Monmouthshire.
Apparently the Argus newspaper is working
on an article about this. If anybody has
family links etc to the Arandora Star, or to
Italian families living in Gwent during the
war, would they please contact Peter
Strong on strong@btinternet.com or this
Society.
In this connection I have been reminded of
a book written by someone with whom I
was at school in New Inn – it’s called
‘Spanish Civil War – Blockade Runners’ by
Paul Heaton. There was considerable
involvement by South Wales sailors in
getting supplies to the Republicans in the
Spanish Civil War, and if the Editor can find
room I’ll put together a piece involving my
grandfather who was one of the ships’
captains involved.
Keep well and I’ll be in touch again next
month.

Geoff Sumner

CONTRIBUTIONS PLEASE!
As ever, we would welcome your
thoughts, for publication in this bulletin
– more memories of times past, or any
suggestions as to how the Society can
better operate in these unfamiliar times.
If you send your thoughts to me at
ghmyrtle@gmail.com, we will try to
publish them in due course
So, please get writing!
Guy Hamilton

Nigel Dutson shares his memories of growing up in Bridge Street
I was born in Bulwark, but within two years I was
living in 4 Bridge Street, which is a large Georgian
house, large enough to accommodate both my
parents, my sister and I, and my aunt and uncle and
their two daughters. Each family lived on one floor,
that’s how big the house was!

paper and a chocolate bar from the sweet shop that
became the antique book shop. He would then walk
onto the Shipyard to work in the office. Later I would
walk up the same route to attend the Nelson street
School, first with my mother escorting but soon
making the journey on my own.

On the ground floor we had a two room flat which we
rented out and we also ran a small Fruit and Veg
shop. In the basement was a damp two chamber
cellar which had once held wine barrels but now had
little in it other than spiders’ webs and dust off the
street.

When school was over I would change and cross the
road and call at number 36 for Phillip Brooks, and we
would walk through his house and out the back
garden and into the workmen’s yard and into the
Dell, where we would play football or explore the
castle. In the Castle we would climb the walls and
hide in sections that are now closed off to visitors
with no reference to health and safety.

One of my earliest memories is of the “Great Snow
Storm of 63”, Our beds had sheets, blankets,
eiderdowns and further sheets on top, and we could
write our names in the frost on the inside of the
bedroom window. There was no central heating
then… On opening the back door into the garden the
drift of snow was taller than my four year old head.
The garden was unusual in that it was the width of
the house for the first 50 yards, then it spurred off
right and became larger, as it led up to the back of the
old abandoned Electric cinema.
One night we could hear sirens and we looked out of
the bedroom windows to see flames in the sky as the
Cinema burnt to the ground. The following morning
our cellar was bouncing with rats seeking refuge
from the fire.
In later years we were to have a closer encounter with
fire, when a roofing repair undertaken by my uncle,
which involved heating lead, set the very old timbers
alight and our Sunday lunch was interrupted by a call
to say our roof was smoking. Before the fire had been
put out, we lost the top floor of our house. The smell
of burning instantly transports me back to that
horrendous day.
My sister was born in the hospital opposite the castle
and my mother walked down there when she was
due, walking past the old Board school she had
attended as a child.

Crossing Bridge Street could be tricky as a youngster
when initially the traffic was two ways, and later as
congestion grew the road was often clogged with
waiting cars trying to cross the old Bridge. A by-pass
was needed!
At the top of Bridge Street were the old buildings that
housed the Doctor, the Vicar and the undertaker
which many found amusing with all passages of life
covered in three properties. Further up my friends
lived in Hawker Hill house, and this cavernous
building was exciting to explore with its many
rooms, a cottage out the back and cellars which still
had wooden racks where Port had once been stored.
In truth it was an idyllic childhood, and the outside
world of adults rarely intruded, though one night as
our house was being rebuilt we had gangs of Mods
and Rockers fighting upon the scaffolding, and it was
not unknown to look down the road and see
skirmishes between local lads and the new arrivals
from the army camp outside the Castle Hotel.
Finally the 70’s arrived and my aunt announced they
were emigrating to Australia as a “£10 Pom”. Sadly,
we could not afford to keep the house and we moved
back to Bulwark, and my time living within the walls
as a “true Chepstonian” was over.

Nigel Dutson
Each working day my father would leave the house
and walk up the Street stopping at the shop to buy a
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Sarah Ann Dobbs
The Dobbs family ran coaches from Chepstow
to Beachley, Tintern, Gloucester and
elsewhere between the middle of the 19th
century and the First World War.
A family member, Sarah Ann Dobbs, moved to
the US and wrote a journal - which was
obtained by Christiane Lindner, in Germany,
and has now been published.
Here is her story…..
The book "Sarah Ann Dobbs" describes the
extraordinary life of a Victorian lady told by her
autograph Album. Over 150 years old, the
autograph Album of Sarah Dobbs containing
beautifully handwritten poems, dating from
1862 to 1871, is a remarkable and fascinating
document of the Victorian age. By steamship it
made its way from Wales, UK, to the USA

around 1868 as its owner Sarah Dobbs
immigrated as one of the early pioneers to Kansas.
This book contains all Album entries; for better
reading they were transcribed and where possible
identified. The author also added genealogy
research, underlined by newspaper articles which
were all transcribed, of Sarah Dobbs, her family
and the family of her husband Henry Poolly
Cooper. Before their immigration to the USA both
of them lived in Chepstow, Sarah Dobbs as
innkeeper daughter of the White Hart Inn,
Beaufort Square.
Anyone interested should please contact
Christiane Lindner, lindner.christiane@gmx.de

